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Motivation



Lovato, Silvia B., Anne Marie Piper, and Ellen A. Wartella. "Hey Google, Do Unicorns Exist? Conversational Agents as a Path to Answers 
to Children's Questions." Proceedings of the 18th ACM International Conference on Interaction Design and Children. 2019.

We expect modern search engines (Google Search) and intelligent 
agents (Siri, Alexa) to answer questions.

They sometimes fail…
Exact same question, different answers from an intelligent agent (Lovato, 2019) 

U: How is paper made? 
A: Here are instructions for making paper airlines. 

U: How is paper made? 
A: On the website wonderopolis.org, they say: To make paper 
from trees, the raw wood must fi rst be turned into pulp…



Lovato, Silvia B., Anne Marie Piper, and Ellen A. Wartella. "Hey Google, Do Unicorns Exist? Conversational Agents as a Path to Answers 
to Children's Questions." Proceedings of the 18th ACM International Conference on Interaction Design and Children. 2019.

Exact same question, different answers from an intelligent agent (Lovato, 2019) 

U: How is paper made? 
A: Here are instructions for making paper airlines. 

U: How is paper made?  
A: On the website wonderopolis.org, they say: To make paper 
from trees, the raw wood must fi rst be turned into pulp…

Do our users usually ask questions about making something? 
How well do their models work for these queries?

Find groups of queries that are similar!



Grouping in structured data is easy.

🙋 👩💻

How good is our model on 
people from different cities?

Give me 0.001 seconds 
to run a SQL script!



Grouping in structured data text is easy hard.

🙋 👩💻

How good is our model on 
different kinds of queries?

Ugh…Maybe cluster 
the queries?

Will be fuzzy though!



Existing methods are not interpretable or flexible!

How can I learn   English? 

How can I learn   Python? 

How can I install Python?

All grouped together, because the similarity is chained.

Unclear which queries are included! 
Unclear how to refine the grouping for analysts’ need!



How can I learn   English? 

How can I learn   Python? 

How can I install Python?

But queries have useful structures!

How can I learn   English? 

How can I learn   Python? 

How can I install Python?

Compared to longer forms of text (from articles/books),  
they share similar & compact structures.

Question word
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Verb



But queries have useful structures!

How can I learn   English? 

How can I learn   Python? 

How can I install Python?

Compared to longer forms of text (from articles/books),  
they share similar & compact structures.

(programming) language

How can I learn   English? 

How can I learn   Python? 

How can I install Python?



The Concept of Structural Template



Structural template grouping

How can I learn Python


How can I learn Java


How can I learn English


How can I install Python

t1 how can I      learn python 

how can I      learn PL   

how can I      learn NOUN 

how can I      learn LANG 

how can I      VERB  python 

how can -PRON- VERB  NOUN 
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Structural template grouping
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Group queries from different angles
(how should queries be similar?)
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Queries about learning a programming language, with named entity
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Structural template grouping
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Queries about Python, with part-of-speech tag

Queries about learning a programming language, with named entity
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Structural template grouping
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Group queries from different granularities
(how similar they should be?)
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How can I learn Python


How can I learn Java


How can I learn English
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How can I learn physics

Structural template grouping
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q1



Structural templates can support…
Data exploration My dataset has a lot of …

How can I learn Python
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How can I install Python
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How can I learn Python


How can I learn Java


How can I learn English


How can I install Python

t1 how can I      learn python 

how can I      learn PL   

how can I      learn NOUN 

how can I      learn LANG 

how can I      VERB  python 
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Structural templates can support…
Data exploration Error analysis My model is wrong because…
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t4
t4
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q1

q1
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q1



Structural-template-powered — Tempura interface



Interface & Usage Scenario
Can Tempura support data exploration and error analysis, and help 
participants make actionable observations easily?



User study & sage scenario setup

Model        : 

Users        : 

Data        : 

Labels        :

Query classifier 

Eight Natural language processing developers at Apple 

10,000 random query examples 

food 
health 

procedural 
none

Can I freeze spaghetti 
What is Keflex used for 
How to clean white shoes 

Can Tempura support data exploration and error analysis, and help 
participants make actionable observations easily?

The case is for illustration only. 
For privacy reasons some examples are edited in ways that do not affect the key observations.



Tempura Interface — Overview



Tempura Interface — Overview

Which templates are difficult for the model?
46%Error rate

What classes are structurally correlated?
4Label

Does the model overfit to a structure?
Predict 5

What are frequent structural patterns?
Coverage 26Dataset 

info

Model 
stats



What are frequent structural patterns?

Which templates are difficult for the model?

What classes are structurally correlated?

Does the model overfit to a structure?

46%

4

Error rate

Label

Predict 5

Coverage 26Dataset 
info

Model 
stats

Cross-filter q t

What queries are covered by a template?
Connect 
queries

Tempura Interface — Overview

Can my specific error query generalize?



Coverage
26 46% 4

Error rate Label Predict
5

how can -PRON- VERB NOUN

Cooking procedures make the labels non-exclusive!

Fix: Switch to multi-label classifier!

procedural 
food

Tempura Interface — Observations in the overview

Sort by error rate…

Observation 1: Noisy labels

how can I cook salmon 
how can I boil eggs



All templates

Overview
how do  -PRON- VERB NOUN 
how can -PRON- VERB NOUN

Select

how VERB -PRON- VERB  NOUN 
how VERB -PRON- VERB  NOUN 
how can  -PRON- learn LANG 
how do   -PRON- VERB  PL

High query coverage 
Representative group

Weighted set coverage problem

Preference  over neighboring templates 
Effective analysis without the need for interactions

Weighted by

Tempura Interface — Represent query data distribution



Preference — “Traversing” to parent/child templates

how     can -PRON- VERB      NOUN
how can -PRON- VERB emails 
how can -PRON- VERB chess 
how can -PRON- VERB eggs 

…

Finer-grained

child templates!

)( how 
where 
when 

sibling templates!

ADV can -PRON- VERB NOUN

Coarser

parent template!



Preference v.s. informative traversal

how     can -PRON- VERB      NOUN
how can -PRON- VERB emails 
how can -PRON- VERB chess 
how can -PRON- VERB eggs 

…

Finer-grained

child templates!

)( how 
where 
when 

sibling templates!

ADV can -PRON- VERB NOUN

Coarser

parent template!
Preferred templates = less informative traversal

Start with interesting grouping structure, no 

need to perform extra traversing steps!



ADV can -PRON- VERB NOUN

Preference — How informative is the traversal?

how     can -PRON- VERB      NOUN

)( how 
where 
when 

how can -PRON- VERB emails 
how can -PRON- VERB chess 
how can -PRON- VERB eggs 

…

Finer-grained Coarser Informative traversal



ADV can -PRON- VERB NOUN

Preference — How informative is the traversal?

how     can -PRON- VERB      NOUN

)( how 
where 
when 

Finer-grained Coarser Informative traversal

how can -PRON- VERB emails 
how can -PRON- VERB chess 
how can -PRON- VERB eggs 

…



ADV can…

Preference — How informative is the traversal?

how     can -PRON- VERB      NOUN

Informative traversalFiner-grained Coarser

)(
do 

can 
should 
would 

how VERB -PRON- VERB NOUN

)( how 
where 
when 

how can -PRON- VERB emails 
how can -PRON- VERB chess 
how can -PRON- VERB eggs 

…



Tempura Interface — Overview

All templates

Overview
how do  -PRON- VERB NOUN 
how can -PRON- VERB NOUN

Select

how VERB -PRON- VERB  NOUN 
how VERB -PRON- VERB  NOUN 
how can  -PRON- learn LANG 
how do   -PRON- VERB  PL



Tempura Interface — Traversal-on-demand

Traverse

All templates

Overview
how do  -PRON- VERB NOUN 
how can -PRON- VERB NOUN

Select

how VERB -PRON- VERB  NOUN 
how VERB -PRON- VERB  NOUN 
how can  -PRON- learn LANG 
how do   -PRON- VERB  PL



Tempura Interface — Observations through traversal

0 15 30 45 60
count

food
health
none

procedural
la
be
l

how do -PRON- VERB NOUN

Observation 2: Label distribution difference

0 15 30 45 60
count

food
health
none

procedural

la
be
l

how can -PRON- VERB NOUN

Fix: Data augmentation with templates

How do can you make mayonnaise
How do can you cook spaghetti squash
How do can you peel a Kiwi



Tempura Interface — Observations through traversal

Most  indicative verb!

food food

(No fix needed)

Observation 2 (v1): Label distribution

Coverage
10 0% 1

Error rate Label Predict
1

how VERB -PRON- cook NOUN



how VERB -PRON- do NOUN

Observation 3: Model error pattern

Coverage
5 80% 2

Error rate Label Predict
1

all none

Model underfits to the template pattern!

Fix: Get more training data in the form

almost all procedural

Tempura Interface — Observations through traversal



how VERB -PRON- make NOUN

Observation 1 (v1): Noisy labels

Coverage
34 21% 3

Error rate Label Predict
3

almost all food

Model is not wrong — Can have both labels!

Switch to multi-label classifier!

has 6 procedural

how do you make vodka 
how do you make a margarita 
…

Tempura Interface — Observations through traversal



how VERB -PRON- play NOUN

Model is not wrong — Can have both labels!

Observation 4: Model error outliers

Coverage
6 50% 2

Error rate Label Predict
2

Improve model structure to learn taxonomies

Tempura Interface — Observations through traversal



Observation Type Count Examples

Dataset distribution 
observed frequent query patterns 7 (27%)

“how long do -PRON- VERB NOUN (for)*” (148 queries) are all food related 
(e.g., “how long do you boil corn”), whereas ”how long do -PRON- take for 
NOUN to VERB” (16 queries) has half of health queries (e.g., “how long does it take for 
a piercing to heal”).

Dataset noise 
discovered labeling issues or 
illegitimate queries

7 (27%)
2 out of 86 queries in “have can dog (have|eat)+ NOUN”are labeled as health, 
but the NOUNs are all food (“corns”, “rice”). All  the  9  queries  in “what be the 
benefit of NOUN” are  predicted to be health, but 4 are labeled as none.

Model error pattern 
concluded systematic model error 
categories

10 (38%)

The model cannot understand rare tokens. The NOUNs in “what be NOUN used 
for” (57 queries) are all medical related, but the model only predicts 28 (49.1%) to be 
health — possibly affected by their training frequencies.  
Overfitting to templates. “is NOUN bad for -PRON-” (5 queries) are all predicted 
to be health related, even for “is college bad for you” (supposed to be none). 

Model error outlier 
noticed model's specifi c behaviors 
that are not generalizable

2 (8%)
In “can $-PRON- VERB NOUN” (29 queries), similar queries are predicted differently: 
“can I block a contact” is predicted as none, whereas “Can I block unwanted phone 
calls” is procedural.

More findings from the user study

Half of the errors are data related — data quality & data wrangling is important!



“I learned 7 new things about the 
dataset and the model in the last half 
an hour! Without the tool, I would 
spend all those time writing Python 
scripts without knowing if it will lead to 
anything significant.” 

User study participant, P7

Finer-grained analysis process 

Intuitive starting point 

speed up their otherwise tedious process

Tempura is effective!



Case study on multiple datasets
Can Tempura’s template generation and summarization reveal 
dataset characteristics?



Case Study: Templates from different datasets

Nguyen, Tri, et al. "MS MARCO: a human-generated machine reading comprehension dataset." (2016). 
Kwiatkowski, Tom, et al. "Natural questions: a benchmark for question answering research." Transactions of the Association for Computational Linguistics 7 (2019): 453-466.

All templates

Overview
how do  -PRON- VERB NOUN 
how can -PRON- VERB NOUN

Select

how VERB -PRON- VERB NOUN 
how VERB -PRON- VERB NOUN 
how can  -PRON- improve LANG 
how do   -PRON- VERB PERSONExtract

Compare distribution

MS MARCO  
Bing Search Engine, Nguyen et al. (2016) 

NQ: Natural Question 
Google Search Engine, Kwiatkowski, et al (2019). 

Assistant 
Internal, anonymized search queries  

from a commercial conversational assistant 
All queries occur on more than 10 different devices.  

They are seeking general knowledge (not related to personal information).   
They are ASR transcripts with no audio attached.

10,000 queries from each dataset…
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Case Study: Templates from different datasets

The distribution from 
different sources differ!
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Case Study: Templates from different datasets

The distribution from 
different sources differ!

“401k loan requirements” 
“employee turnover types”



Case Study: Templates from different datasets

The distribution from 
different sources differ!

“401k loan requirements” 
“employee turnover types”

All the query datasets were filtered to only keep 
knowledge-seeking question queries. 

Only MS MARCO show NOUN queries. 

→ Different filtering techniques!what be NOUN
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Not observable just with question word query behavior!



Conclusion
What are the takeaways?



Tempura = 

+ Overview template selection 
Summarize dataset distribution

Structural template concept & generation 
 Interpretable, concept-preserving, representative, flexible

+ Interface 
Interactively explore queries from different aspects, at different granularities



Tempura can reveal dataset distribution difference. 
Datasets created with similar purpose can have distribution difference — 

Compare datasets before applying models pretrained on similar domains! 

Tempura can support data exploration & model error analysis. 
Data quality matters — Half of the errors in the user study are data related!



Tempura works, and can be used in more ways.

Assisted data labeling

To flag inconsistent labeling
“Are you sure how can I cook salmon is procedural?  
Similar query how can I boil eggs was labeled as food before.”

how do can -PRON- VERB NOUN 
How do can you make mayonnaise 
How do can you cook spaghetti squash

Data augmentation

To mitigate distribution difference

Request uniform predictions on  
-PRON- is a NOUN 
with -PRON-=[she,he], NOUN=[doctor,nurse]

Template-based diagnostic

To address model bias
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